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Abstract
We demonstrate a personal data assistant (PDA)-based analytical platform that provides detection, fluid manipulation, computing, and communication capabilities for multi-functional chemical analysis. This multi-functionality is provided by integrating the PDA with a microfluidic system, solid sensing films, and a micro-pump operated by PDA. The applicability of our approach for chemical detection in water and air was illustrated using a built integrated circuit board with eight surface mounted light source-detector opto-pairs with peak emission at 560 and 630 nm for detection of absorbance, scatter, or luminescence from a sample or a sensing film. For chemical detection in gases, disposable sensing films were attached to the opto-pairs array though a light scattering layer. For chemical detection in liquids, a polydimethylsiloxane microfluidic channel network was built. The fluidic network consisted of sample reservoirs connected via 200 μm wide, 100 μm tall channels to a common mixing point. The system was capable of operating a sampling micro-pump for 10 h.
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Introduction
Existing sensors have long timelines from the concept to practical implementations [1]. The widely deployed commodity consumer products and their electronic components present an outstanding set of capabilities applicable for advanced sensors [2, 3].

Our group is developing approaches to implement such high-performance components and products for sensing. In particular, we have developed carbon dioxide gas sensors based on micromachined transducers with integrated piezoresistive readout [4], demonstrated multi-wavelength operation of optical disk drives for chemical and biological analysis [5], and developed wireless sensors for single-use biopharmaceutical manufacturing components [6].

In this study, we take advantage of mass-produced personal data assistant (PDA) platform and integrate it with fluidic manipulation and optical detection components to produce wireless networked types of chemical sensors for gas and liquid analysis.

Experimental
An integrated circuit board was built with eight surface mounted light source-detector opto-pairs (TAOS, Plano, TX) with peak emission at 560 and 630 nm (Fig. 1) for detection of absorbance, scatter, or luminescence from a sample or a sensing film.

Fig. 1. Optical detection components for PDA-based multifunctional microfluidic sensor system: (A) Example of a surface mounted light source-detector opto-pair. (B) Emission spectra of the light sources in the fabricated microfluidic chip.
For chemical detection in gases, disposable sensing films were attached to the opto-pairs array through a light scattering layer. For chemical detection in liquids, a polydimethylsiloxane microfluidic channel network was built.

The fluidic network consisted of sample reservoirs connected via 200 μm wide, 100 μm tall channels to a common mixing point (Fig. 2A). A general view of the built PDA-based system is presented in Fig. 2B. The system was capable of operating a sampling micro-pump for 10 h.

Results and Discussion

An example of a control screen of the developed software to operate our developed PDA-based multifunctional microfluidic sensor system is illustrated in Fig. 3. The software controlled the independent operation of the optical surface mounted 560-nm and 630-nm light source-detector opto-pairs and the sampling micro-pump.

For demonstration of chemical detection in water, initial validation was performed with varied levels of a colorimetric dye (Brilliant Blue) as shown in Fig. 4A. Monitoring of a model chemical reaction was demonstrated by following a protonation/deprotonation reaction process using a colorimetric pH sensitive dye (Bromophenol Blue) as shown in Fig. 4B.

For demonstration of chemical detection in air, a PDA-operated pump was utilized to transport air samples to sensing films on the integrated circuit board. In one demonstration, water vapor concentration was monitored using a Nafion/crystal violet sensing film (Fig. 5A). Ammonia vapor determinations were done with a Nafion/bromothymol blue sensing film (Fig. 5B).
**Fig. 5. Demonstration of PDA-based chemical detection in water. (A) Monitoring of water vapor using a Nafion / crystal violet sensing film. (B) Monitoring of ammonia vapor using a Nafion / bromothymol blue sensing film.**

**Conclusions**

Developed microfluidic system provides numerous opportunities arising from the self-contained and wireless nature of this analytical device. These opportunities are in the areas of analysis of water and other liquids as well as of analysis of air.

Because the personal data assistant devices are connected to the network, they can be utilized as wireless sensor nodes [7] for distributed chemical and biological detection.
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